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around 8pm, we finally got on the plane. the seats
were a little crowded, but we were on our way. and

then the strangest thing happened! the seats
began to fill up. and fill up they did. as the flight
was cancelled, we were given seats on the last

plane to depart from denver. my now 16 year old
son is a true jazz fan, and spends most of his

downtime listening to music and his favorite bands.
we went to the concert together this week, and i

took in the experience from the back of the
audience. i was treated to a nostalgic reunion with
many of the performances that have shaped my
life, and to the music of a band i truly enjoy. the

concert was the end of a six week road trip of new
york and new jersey, and was the capstone of a

bunch of celebratory events, including, for my son,
his 13th birthday. the band played two sets,

including a second show later in the evening. that
first show was amazing! the set list included songs

from the first album of the band, to a couple of
their most recent tracks, and a full hour of
incredible music. the second set, however,

delivered a somewhat different sound. it was great
music, but very different. it sounded rough, raw,

and almost experimental in some places. the
musicians were engaged in a completely different
kind of playing. the songs were short, the tempo
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was much faster, and the band sounded like they
were having a much greater degree of fun! there

are several moments in this book that teach us how
to lead like a jazz band leader. in the first set,
edmondson writes about the ways in which

leadership is built, not just by following certain
policies, but by designing the work to be done, and
then using the team to do it. each of us has his or

her own way of working, and this is a key to
understanding how to move an organization toward
innovation and change. in the second set, the band
is loose, loose, loose, and with great energy. they

are on a mission, and are performing for their
audience. as leader of a band, i am always eager to

hear what the music sounds like, and what the
musicians are thinking. i'm always learning, and i'm

always thinking about how to make the music
better, more interesting, and more fun to play. jazz
is about the joy of making music, and that is a key

to understanding how to lead people.
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barrett describes his book as a "jazz of leadership
style" and he makes some very compelling and
sensible observations about the process of an

organization's achievement of its objectives. he is
especially interested in how improvisation can be
applied to the complex problems that arise in a

large, complex organization. impatience, confusion,
and haste can be paralyzing. but not so for those
who apply the skill of improvisation to solving the

organization's problems. impatience and confusion
can be highly effective as long as they are used to

solve problems, not to avoid or avoid making
decisions. decisions and actions that are well

thought out and preceded by clear objectives will
almost always be more effective than impulsive,
improvised actions. what i appreciate most about
this book is the complete lack of arrogance that

barrett infuses into his material. he sees himself as
a student of the art and skill of improvising; he

understands that leaders must acknowledge their
own limitations. he acknowledges that a leader's
improvisation may have to include mistakes, and
this is not a bad thing. failure is an integral part of

learning. what is most unusual about barrett's book
is its focus on the importance of creativity in

leadership. almost everyone seems to agree that a
leader's job is to get something done. but barrett

sees that this conventional idea can stifle
creativity. this is clear in his discussion of the wily
beethoven, whose creative genius allowed him to
persist in composing a piano sonata despite not

being able to play the instrument! barrett argues
that so much of the management art of leadership
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consists of adapting to new situations. this means
discovering and discovering. leaders are asked to

respond to situations that they do not know in
advance. leadership is not a static, routine way of

behaving. it is dynamic and adaptive, responsive to
events. this means it changes constantly, and there
is no "correct" management style. improvisation is
one of the skills that leaders can use to adapt to an

ongoing situation, rather than to be rooted in a
particular strategy. 5ec8ef588b
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